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Introduction



Intro - Places
1) Indiana 

Marion, Muncie, Fort Wayne

2) Kentucky/Ohio
Florence, Cincinnati

3) Florida
Port Charlotte, Punta Gorda



Intro - Education
Purdue University (AS)
Computer Science / Information Systems

Indiana Wesleyan University (BS)
Computer Science / Information Systems

Boston University (MS)
Computer Science / Information Systems



Intro – Professional

YEAR INDUSTRY POSITION SALARY

2005 Radio General Manager $46,000 

2006 Radio General Manager $72,000 

2014 Radio Regional Manager $96,000 

2017 Human Services Data Analyst $38,000 

2019 Human Services CTO $45,000 

2020 Human Services CTO $65,000 

2021 Software & Technology CEO $100,000 



Intro – Professional



Intro – CEO



Human Services



Human Services – A PSA
In this section we will explore how the system that supports the homeless system 
lacks support for those that hold it all together.  While we tend to think of the 
‘homeless system’ as coordinated entry, emergency shelters, housing placements, 
etc., we fail many times to take into account that there is a system under that system 
that supports it all.  The people that work at the shelters, in CoC’s, and HMIS also 
form a system of support to the homeless system, unfortunately, many times that 
system beneath a system is misunderstood, taken for granted, and ignored.



Human Services – The Beginning
When I was hired as a data analyst for the Charlotte County Homeless Coalition, that 
was also the CoC lead and HMIS lead, my starting salary was $38,000 a year.  Many 
HMIS admins are given the briefest of training and are taught nothing about things 
like the HMIS Reporting Glossary, HMIS Logical Model, or the free peer—support 
group on Slack hosted by the CoC Alliance!  If we’re lucky, we’re given a cursory 
explanation that data quality is important, we need to produce HIC/PIT reports, we 
have to muddle our way through the System Performance Measures, and let’s not 
even talk about how to find (let alone fix) LSA errors!

https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/4489/hmis-standard-reporting-terminology-glossary/
https://hudhdx.info/Resources/Vendors/HMIS_2020_Model_v1_4.png
https://join.slack.com/t/cocalliance/shared_invite/zt-6j7oivxf-n1UQYsGmJDqU~oTFvvnDwA
https://cocalliance.org/


Human Services –
Responsibilities

CoC & HMIS Responsibilities:
• Train, support, and monitor 60+ HMIS users
• Produce, analyze, and explain federal, state, and local 

reports (PIT/HIC, SysPM’s, LSA, SSVF DQ, APR’s, 
NOFA/O, etc. (with 0 warnings and errors on the LSA!)

• Create and maintain CoC, community pandemic 
response, and local land trust websites

• IT for entire organization
• Plan, train, and conduct local Point-In-Time (PIT) count
• Monitor HMIS security, policies & procedures, and data 

quality
• Graphic design, data visualizations, and public data 

dashboards
• Etc.



Human Services – HMIS 
Budgeting and Staffing
In 2011, HUD’s HMIS Budgeting and 
Staffing Toolkit recommended a salary of 
$60,000 for 1 full-time HMIS admin.

Source: https://files.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/HMISBudgetingStaffingTookit.pdf

https://files.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/HMISBudgetingStaffingTookit.pdf


Human Services –
Professional (again)

https://public.tableau.com/app/profile/gaither.stephens3473/viz/SalaryVisualization_16445252676930/SalaryOverTime

https://public.tableau.com/app/profile/gaither.stephens3473/viz/SalaryVisualization_16445252676930/SalaryOverTime


Human Services –
Reality Check

https://www.glassdoor.com/Salaries/data-analyst-salary-SRCH_KO0,12.htm

https://www.glassdoor.com/Salaries/data-analyst-salary-SRCH_KO0,12.htm


Human Services – Cost of 
Helping

2/3 of HMIS 
administrators 
surveyed made 
less than
$60,000/year

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeaOHTujvdRSBunNJl7rUgbkVO2Ns2ZS5yZJObRR2OkKvERKQ/viewanalytics

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeaOHTujvdRSBunNJl7rUgbkVO2Ns2ZS5yZJObRR2OkKvERKQ/viewanalytics


Human Services – Education

Over 82% of 
HMIS 
administrators 
have a 
bachelor’s 
degree or 
higher



Human Services –
Responsibilities
More than 
65% of HMIS 
administrators 
are asked to 
perform 
outside duties



Human Services – Challenges

Lack of adequate training, work overload, and low salaries lead to:
• High turnover
• Poor mental health
• Inferior work
• Reduced overall system performance
• Ultimately harms the people we are trying to help by not being able to provide 

adequate services (this doesn’t just apply to HMIS administrators, but also 
front-line workers, administration, and more)

• Low organizational knowledge



Human Services –
@hmismemes!



Human Services –
@hmismemes!



Human Services – Success!

What can be done?
• Competitive pay
• Adequate training
• Continued education
• Respect non-work hours
• Hire more staff
• Provide up-to-date tools
• Help Desk to streamline 

requests



Collaboration



Collaboration - Overview

Data can be a powerful tool, sometimes data sits in an unused spreadsheet, 
other times data is used to create beautiful things.  By improving our local 
homeless system and understanding the importance of working together to 
collaborate on a better future, our CoC took data to a whole new level.  This 
data driven collaboration-minded approach not only improved our system, 
but also helped impact the country through the creation of the CoC Alliance 
and helped immensely when an unexpected pandemic created chaos 
across multiple health and human services systems.



Collaboration – CoC Alliance

Key Features:
• Free!
• Over 850 members 

providing peer support
• HMIS admins
• CoC Leadership
• Advocacy
• Slack and Facebook groups
• www.CoCAlliance.org

http://www.cocalliance.org/


Collaboration – Ending 
Homelessness

How did my CoC effectively end both veteran AND chronic homelessness?
• By using effective coordinated entry to identify vulnerable populations 

quicker and keep them on the radar
• By using committees to continuously monitor client needs and keep their 

progress on track to housing
• By partnering with other community organizations to provide wrap 

around services
• By using data to keep up to date with client progress and to see what 

solutions were and were not working



Collaboration – Pandemic

Community
Organizations
Active in a
Disaster



Collaboration – Financial 
Assistance

Due to our reputation as a ‘data leader’ in our community, our CoC was 
requested by local county government to rapidly create a website where 
those financially overburdened by the pandemic could seek assistance.  
Over the weekend a web portal that could accept financial assistance 
applications was created and our CoC worked in partnership with the local 
county government to process the applications and provide assistance.  
Thousands of people flooded the site seeking assistance and were helped 
quickly!



Collaboration – COVID Testing

After successfully launching the COAD website and helping residents with 
COVID related financial assistance, our local government called on our CoC 
once again to help.  This time they needed to address the massive amount 
of testing requests from residents and provide the ability to schedule tests 
through the COAD website.  This took between 24-48 hours (about 2 days) 
to implement.  Again, thousands were scheduled and tested using the 
COAD website.



Collaboration – COVID 
Vaccinations

Right after it was announced that vaccinations were going to be available, 
each county in Florida was told to schedule and administer whatever doses 
they got from the state.  Within 48 hours the site was updated with the 
ability to schedule and process COVID vaccinations for residents.  At one 
point over 40,000 people crashed the site and forced our CoC to upgrade 
the server hosting the COAD website. By being considered a ’data leader’ in 
our community, the CoC was able to step up and act quickly to truly help 
the continuum.



Data Visualization



Visualization – Why visualize 
data?



Visualization – Adding Context



Visualization – Expanding 
Dimensionality

• By looking at data over time we can 
expand its dimensionality and gain 
greater insights than looking at a 
single point of data

• This is similar to how spatial 
dimensions expand

• Point → Line → Plane → Cube



Visualization – Better Than A 
Spreadsheet!

Interesting Spike!



Visualization – Trends Over Time



Visualization – Trends Offer 
Insights

Interesting Spike!



Visualization – Get Creative!



Visualization – Bringing It 
Together!



Visualization – Subpopulations



Visualization – Age



Visualization – Gender



Visualization – Race



Visualization – Ethnicity



Data Exploration



Data Exploration – Race and HMIS

People can now 
list multiple races 
simultaneously in 
HMIS, but this 
can present 
interesting data 
challenges.

https://twitter.com/HmisMemes/status/1494020513450102791/photo/1

https://twitter.com/HmisMemes/status/1494020513450102791/photo/1


Data Exploration – Visualizing 
Race



Data Exploration – Filtering By 
Race



Data Exploration – Filtering By 
Race



Data Exploration – Racial Equity 
Exploration

First, we look at the 
percentage of the 
total client 
population that 
successfully exited 
to housing and then 
we further break 
that down by Race.



Data Exploration – Ethnicity Equity 
Exploration

Next, we look at the 
percentage of the total 
client population that 
successfully exited to 
housing and then we 
further break that 
down by ethnicity.



Data Exploration – Extra Credit

My good friend Mike 
Smith asked me what it 
would be like to further 
break this down by 
gender.



Data Exploration – Extra Credit

This visualization shows CV spending for the Chattanooga Regional Homeless Coalition 

https://www.homelesscoalition.org/metrics/


Data 
Exploration 
– Extra 
Credit



Data Exploration – Extra Credit
This visualization shows monthly enrollment in a 
CoC’s coordinated entry process



Data Exploration – Extra Credit
This visualization shows the vulnerability of clients based on 
the to-be-replaced VI-SPDAT



Tips & Tricks



Tips & Tricks – PIT Count

• Don’t collect more data than you need, or you can cause survey fatigue 
(this is important for the Point-In-Time (PIT) Count…do NOT get tempted 
to ask 500 questions about whether the client has a bicycle or what color 
their favorite backpack might be)

• If the question is important enough to ask, then consider going out to ask 
it at a different time

• The more extra questions you ask the muddier the data can get (this gets 
worse when you multiply it by hundreds of CoC’s)



Tips & Tricks – Reporting

• Start at the end and work your way back (always read the deliverables 
first to make sure you are asking the right questions and collecting 
meaningful data)

• Never wait until when a report is due to run it.  If you have reporting due 
in a year, check after the first month to make sure you can get what you 
need from your report

• Does your reporting make sense?  Ask questions and look at the data to 
make sure it is more than just technically accurate, but also contextually 
accurate



Tips & Tricks – NOFO & SysPMs

• Read the current or past NOFO/NOFA to find out what System 
Performance Measures to focus your time on

• Pay attention to SysPM’s that affect each other such as measure 7 that 
looks at successful placement into permanent housing.  While it’s good to 
have this number high, if agencies overinflate this number by incorrectly 
reporting positive exit destinations, it can hurt them later in measure 2, 
returns to homelessness



Tips & Tricks – Fiscal 
Responsibility!
• TechSoup (get Tableau Desktop for $58!!!)
• Ask if vendors have non-profit discounts
• Office 365 by Microsoft has extremely low prices for non-profits (as low 

as $3/month per user!!!)
• Google Workspace for non-profits is free!
• PLUGINS AND TEMPLATES!!!  The site and tools used for the COAD 

website to accept applications and schedule COVID testing/vaccinations 
utilized off-the-shelf plugins for around $59

https://www.techsoup.org/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/nonprofit/plans-and-pricing?activetab=tab%3aprimaryr1
https://www.google.com/nonprofits/offerings/workspace/


Tips & Tricks – Fiscal 
Responsibility!
• Run data quality reports at least monthly if not more often
• Don’t data shame (give people a heads up before posting data quality 

reports and give them the tools to fix them first)
• Recruit agency rock stars!  It helps to have someone at an agency that 

you can trust and rely on to fix data quality issues.  This usually means 
going to the agency, seeing what they do, and getting to know them.  
Also, help them with their reports and they’ll help you with yours!

• Post your data quality where the public can see it.  Don’t be ashamed!



Resources

• HMIS Data Exchange Resources
• HMIS Standard Reporting Terminology Glossary
• FY 2022 HMIS Data Standards
• HMIS Data Standards
• CoC Alliance
• Subscribe to HUD mailing lists (HMIS!!!)
• HDX, HDX 2.0, SAGE, eSnaps
• HMIS Lead Series

https://hudhdx.info/vendorresources.aspx
https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/4489/hmis-standard-reporting-terminology-glossary/
https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/4489/hmis-standard-reporting-terminology-glossary/
https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/3824/hmis-data-dictionary/
http://www.cocalliance.org/
https://www.hudexchange.info/mailinglist/subscribe/
https://www.hudhdx.info/
https://hudhdx2.info/
https://www.sagehmis.info/
https://esnaps.hud.gov/
https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/6261/hmis-lead-series/


Questions | Contact
GAITHER STEPHENS
CEO | Gaither Dynamic
gaither.stephens@gaitherdyn.com
231.282.9453
CoCAlliance.org
GaitherStephens.com
GaitherDyn.com

mailto:gaither.stephens@gaitherdyn.com
http://www.cocalliance.org/
http://www.gaitherstephens.com/
http://www.gaitherdyn.com/

